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ABSTRACT
If R denotes a commutative ring with unit in which the elements 0 
and 1 are distinct and F denotes the total quotient ring of R , 
then for an ideal A of R , let A-  ̂ denote the set 
(x c F |x A c  R), An ideal A is called invertible if AA“  ̂= R .
This dissertation consists of six chapters; the first four of these
chapters are concerned with invertible ideals in an arbitrary 
commutative ring with unit. Several equivalent conditions are 
determined for every maximal ideal to be invertible in a noetherian 
ring R ; one of these conditions is that R be a direct sum of 
finitely many Dedekind domains.
Tne number of basis elements of an invertible ideal is discussed; 
in particular, it is determined that an invertible maximal ideal in a 
arbitrary commutative ring with unit has a basis consisting of two 
elements. In addition it is shown that if K is an invertible 
maximal ideal then Mn = (an,bn) for each positive integer n . In 
Chapter IV it is proved that, in a ring in which every ideal is the 
unique intersection of finitely many primary ideals, an invertible 
ideal has a basis of two elements.
In the final two chapters two special types of rings are considered; 
namely, multiplication rings, and rings in which every ideal is equal 
to its kernel.
If A is an ideal of a commutative ring with unit, the kernel of a
is the intersection of all the isolated primary components of A . 
Several equivalent conditions are determined for every ideal to be 
equal to its kernel. One of these results is the following: If P is 
a non-maximal prime ideal and M is a maximal ideal containing P , 
then P is the extension and contraction of the zero-ideal of R 
relative to the quotient ring R^
A commutative ring R is called a multiplication ring if R satisfies 
the property that whenever A c B , then A = BC for ideals A,B> and 
C . A characterization of multiplication rings is given in Chaper VI 
in terms of the prime ideals of the ring. This result is the following.' 
R is a multiplication ring if and only if R satisfies the property 
that whenever a prime ideal P contains an ideal A , then there Is 
an ideal C such that A = PC.
v
introduction
In this dissertation a ring R will always mean a commutative ring 
with unit in which the elements 0 and 1 are distinct, and F will 
denote the total quotient ring of R . An ideal A of R will be
called a proper ideal if A is distinct from (0) and R .
The symbol c will be used for set inclusion. If A c b ,  and A f  B,
A will be said to be a proper subset of B and we shall write 
A < B . If A Is not a subset of B , we shall write A <£ B .
A regular ideal will mean an ideal containing at least one regular 
element, i.e. a non-zero divisor. A zero-divisor ideal is an ideal 
consisting entirely of zero-divisors.
In this dissertation a particular class of rings will be of 
importance; these rings, called multiplication rings, are rings which 
satisfy the property that whenever an ideal A is contained in an
ideal B , then there is an ideal C such that A - BC .
The terminology used will in general be that of Zariski and 
Samuel [173
Numbers in brackets refer to correspondingly numbered 
bibliographical references. As above, [173 refers to reference 17 in the 
Selected Bibliography. Numbers in brackets proceeded by a semi-colon 
will refer to a specific page of the reference.
1
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF INVERTIBLE IDEALS
If A is an ideal of R, let A~^ denote the set {x e F I xA c  r }. 
Then if AA~^ = R, A will be called an invertible ideal.
The properties of invertible ideals in integral domains are well known 
Cl?I 272]* the purpose of this chapter will be to verify that these 
properties still hold in a ring and also to point out some properties 
of invertible ideals that are not already known.
Lemma 1
If B is an R-module of F, A an ideal of R, and AB = R, then 
B =■ A-^ and A is invertible.
Proof: If AB = R, then B c: A“\  On the other hand, AA"^ c R , and 
this implies that A”^ = BAA”^ c  BR = B. Therefore, A”  ̂c B and 
B - A“\  Consequently R = AE = AA”  ̂ and A is invertible.
Lemma 2
An invertible ideal of R contains a regular element.
Proofi If A is an invertible ideal of R , then AA-^ * R . Then 
there are two finite families {a^, {a^} (i = 1,2, ... n) of elements 




* * ViSince a. e F » a, = i where b. e R and d, is regular in R l i —— i i
di
for each integer i . Let d = d̂ d,, ... dn Then
nId = 7  ai(dai)
i=l
Iis a regular element contained in A since da^ e R for each i . 
Lemma 3
A principal ideal (x) is invertible if and only if x is a regular 
element of R .
Proof: If A = (x) where x is a regular element of R , let
B - Rx . Then AB = R and A is invertible.
Conversely, suppose A = (x) is invertible. By Lemma 2, A contains 
a regular element d and since A is a principal ideal d - rx for 
some r e R . Then x must be regular since d is regular.
Lemma **
If A is an ideal contained in an invertible ideal B , there is an 
ideal C such that A - BC ,
Proof: Since A = AR = AB“^B . and B~^A is an ideal of R , let
C - B~XA .
Remarks
1) Every proper ideal of R is invertible ii and only if R is 
a Dedekind domain.
2) An invertible ideal has a finite basis.
3) If a finite family {A^} of ideals is such that the product 
B = /jl is invertible, then each A^ is invertible.
4) For products of invertible prime ideals factorisation into 
prime ideals is unique.
The proofs of 2 - 4 are identical with those found in [17*272].
5) The product of invertible ideals is invertible.
6) These are equivalent:
a) A is an invertible ideal of R .
b) There is an ideal C such that AC = (d) where d is a
regular element of R .
c) There is ar R-module A* c i R, where d is a regulard ielement of R , such that AA = R .
7) If A is an invertible ideal, the powers of A form a
strictly decreasing chain of invertible ideals.
8) If R = R., © R0 © ... © R then an ideal A = A- © A_ © ... ©Ai «• n L e v
2is invertible if and only if each A^ is invertible.
Lemma 5
If A is an invertible ideal and P is a prime ideal such that
A <£ P, then A fl P = AP .
Proof: Since A fl P c  A and A is invertible, there is an ideal C
such that A fl P = AC. Now AP c A (1 P = AC implies P c  C ,
2The symbol R = R^ © R^ © ... © Rr will denote the direct sura 
of the rings R^ for i = 1,2, ... n , and A = A^ © A^ © ... © An will 
mean the decomposition of A into ideals A^ of R^ [17j 1753*
since A is invertible. Conversely, AC c: p, and A P implies 
Cc:p. Hence P = C .
Theorem 1
If P is a proper invertible prime ideal, then the following 
conditions are valid;
3I. P is non-factorable.
II. P is not properly contained in a proper invertible ideal.
2III. There are no invertible ideals between P and P .
IV. If P is a maximal ideal, there are no ideals between
P and Pn except powers of P .
V. The intersection of all powers of P is a non-invertible
prime ideal p' such that PP' = p' . If P* is finitely
generated, then P* is contained in any primary ideal 
(belonging to P or not) contained in P . In this case, P 
properly contains no other prime ideals other than P* .
VI. An ideal Q is P-primary if and only if Q is a power of P
Proof. To show I, suppose P = AB where A and B are ideals of R
then, since P is a prime ideal, P = A or P = B . If ? -  k  f then
R - P“^P = P“^AB - B and from this it follows that P is
non-fac torable.
3A proper ideal A of R is non-factorable if whenever 
A = BC where B and C are ideals of R then either B = R 
or C - R .
If P is properly contained in a proper invertible ideal B, then by 
Lemma there is an ideal C such that P = BC . This contradicts I and 
therefore II follows.
a
Suppose P < A c p and A is an invertible ideal. Then A = PA*
where A <p- P . Since P is invertible, P = P~̂ "P2 c P"^A = a' c r .
tFrom remark 3* A is invertible since A is. Therefore, by II above,
A = P or A = R . It must follow that A = R since A P .
Therefore A = P and III is proven.
2To show IV, we first show there are no ideals between P and P
2 *assuming P is maximal. If P A c p then A = PA and
P = P_1P2 c P-1A = A* c P"1? = R . Therefore, a' = P or A* = R
2since P is a maximal ideal. Hence A = P or A = P . The rest of 
IV will follow from [1# 833.
The proof that the intersection of all powers of a proper invertible
fprime ideal P is a prime ideal P is identical with the proof given by 
Nakano in [15j 231] and will not be given here. From Lemma 5» it
I I 1follows that P = PP . If P were invertible, then P = R and this
would contradict the assumption that P is a proper ideal.
t 1 *If P is finitely generated, then since P = PP , there is an element 
z e P such that (1 - z)P = (0) [171 215]. If H is a primary ideal
contained in P , since (1 - z) P , (1 - z) nJ iT” Since
^The symbol >T H denotes the radical of H [17J 1^7],
(1 - x)P c H , it follows that P H.
In general, if P properly contains a prime ideal P* * then
P = pp** = P^P f etc., so that P** a  p* = n, pn . Then if P isn—1
9 9 9 • • •finitely generated P c: p and, in this case, P = P . Thus, V 
has been proved.
To show VI, we first show that Pn is P-primary. If AB c  pn ( then
AB = PnC . If A ̂  Pn then there is a non-negative integer k < n
such that A c pk but A £ p*^ . if k = 0, then A P and since
AB c pn c p , it follows that B c P and Bn c Pn . If k > 0 ,
A = Pkc' where c’ <£ P . Therefore, PnC = AB = PkC*B and 
Pn-kC = BC c P since n - k > 0. It follows that B c  p since 
C P . Consequently, Bn c Pn and Pn is P-primary.
Next suppose Q is P-priraary. There is a maximal integer n such
that Q c: Pn, since if Q c Pk for each k , then Q c p , and this
contradicts the fact that Q is P-primary. Hence Q c Pn but 
Q 't- pn+ "̂ . Therefore Q = PnQ where Q <£ P , but since Q is 
P-primary and PnQ <= 0 , it follows that Pn c Q and hence Q = Pn .
Thus VI follows and this completes the proof of the theorem.
Example 1
Let R be the ring of polynomials in the indeterminates x and y 
with rational coefficients. The prime ideal (x) is invertible but
non-maximal. Furthermore, the ideal (x , xy) is an ideal between (x)
and (x^).
The following theorem is due to Nakano [15; 23^J.
Theorem 2
Every proper prime Ideal of R is invertible if and only if R is a 
Dedekind domain.
Proof! Suppose every proper prime ideal of R is invertible. If R
contains no proper prime ideals, then R is a field and hence is a
trivial Dedekind domain. If R contains proper prime ideals, then R 
is a domain since the intersection of all powers of a proper invertible
tprime ideal P is a non-invertible prime ideal P . It follows then
that P = (0). Therefore (0) is a prime ideal and R is an
integral domain. From [ 2 ; 33], R is a Dedeklnd domain.
The converse is well known [17J273].
The following lemma due to Asano [If 86], will be useful.
Lemma 6
Let R be a noetherian ring, M a maximal ideal with no ideals 
between M and . Then M properly contains another prime ideal
if and only if the powers of M properly descend, and in that case, 
the ideal is that prime ideal.
Example 2
Let I denote the integers and J the rational numbers. Order the 
additive group I $ I lexicographically and define a function (a ) 
from J[x,y] to I € I by C/J | ^  aijx^^| = Extend 60
to J(x,y) by U0(£) = 60(f) - 60(g) where f and g are
e
polynomials in J[x,y]. Then LO is a valuation and the set R of 
all rational functions h e J(x,y) such that LO(h) > (0,0) is a
valuation ring. The following properties are valid in R I
a) R is an integral domain.
b) The set of all f e R such that CJ(f) > (0,0) is a
maximal ideal M generated by the polynomial f(x,y) = y .
c) M is invertible.
d) The Intersection of all powers of M is a prime ideal P 
which has no finite basis.
e) P is not invertible.
f) The intersection of all powers of P is the prime ideal (0) .
g) The only proper prime ideals of R are M and P .
Theorem 3
If A is a proper invertible ideal and C^, ..., is a finite 
collection of ideals such that A for i = 1, ..., n, then there
is an element a c A such that a i  for each i .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of ideals . The
lemma is clearly true if n - l; therefore, assume the lemma is true for 
any k - 1 ideals which do not contain A . Next, suppose A 13 not
contained in the k ideals C-, ..., C, . Therefore, A D C  < A and•  iC X-
since A is a proper invertible ideal, A n = AB^ , where is a
proper ideal of R for each i . The following two cases will be
considered: a) B^ and comaximal for each i i  j and b)
and B0 are not comaximal.
If B^ and are comaximal for each i £ j , then B^ and
t - BjB0 .. Bjj are comaximal. Then since
A - A(B^ + B^) = ABj + AB^ it. follows that AR^ AB^ for each i .
Choose â  ̂ e AB^ \  AB^ and let
i-
i=l
Then a e A tut a / AEi> and hence a / for each i since 
A n ct = ABt .
If B^ and B^ are not comaximal, then k ( B ^ + B^)»ABy  ..., ABĵ  is
a collection of k - 1 ideals none of which contain A . Therefore
by the inductive hypothesis, there is an element a e A such that
), AB. , ... , or AB, . Hence a / C t forj  K J.
each i .
Corollary
If A is a proper invertible ideal in a ring R which contains only
finitely many maximal ideals, then A is a principal ideal.
Proof: Let for i = 1,2, n , denote all the maximal ideals
of R . Then AM^ < A for each i and therefore, by the above
theorem, there is an element a e A such that a / AM. for each i .i
Since A is invertible, (a) = AC for some ideal C . However, C is
not contained in any since a / AM^ . Therefore C = R , and A
is a principal ideal.
Remark
If R is a ring containing only one proper prime ideal P, then R is
a discrete valuation ring if and only if P is invertible.
a is not in A(B^ + B2
It is well known that any ideal in a Dedekind domain has a basis 
consisting of two elements [17; 2793* The fact that an invertible 
maximal ideal in an Integral domain has a basis of two elements was 
suggested to the author by Robert W. Gilmer. The following more 
general fact is true.
Theorem k
If M is an invertible maximal ideal and Q is M-primary, then Q has 
a basis of two elements. In particular, if M = (a,b), then 
Q = M11 = (an,bn).
Proof: We show first that M has a basis of two elements. Since M
is an invertible maximal ideal, M has a finite basis and there are no 
ideals between M and .
Let a^,a0, ... a^ denote a finite basis for M , and suppose
a € m \ m^ . Then M - + (a). This means, for each i ,
k
ai= 2  Vi+ v
j=l




where 4 is 0 or 1 according as i and j are distinct or equal.
If d denotes the determinant | - b ^  J , then by Cramer’s rule
dar e (a) for r = 1, ..., k . The rule for developing a determinant
shows that d is of the form 1 - b with b e M . Hence
(l-b)a - a - ba € (a) for each r . Therefore a e (a,b) forr r r r '
each r , and hence H <= (a,b). Since a and b are elements of
M , we conclude that (a,b) c M and hence M = (a,b).
Next, we show M11 “ (an,bn) for each positive integer n . Since
M = (a,b), M2 = (a2,ab,b2), = (a^,a2b,ab2,b^), and
M(a2,b2) = (a^a2^  ab2,b^) = . Therefore, since M is invertible,
H2 = (a2,b2). Assume that = (ak,b^) for each k less than e .
. w2e-l , 2e-l 2e-2, , 2e-2 2e-l ̂ , ue-lNow, In = (a ,a b, ..., ab ,b ) and M =
(a0-1,ae_2b, .... ab°”2,be_1). Therefore, Me-1(ae,be) =
(a2®”\  a2e-2b, ..., ab2e_2,b2®” )̂ = M2®-^ . Using the fact that
M®~^ is invertible, it follows that Me = (a®,b®). Then by induction,
it follows that M11 = (an,bn) for each positive integer n .
Example 3
If J is the ring of rational numbers, let R = J[x2,x^] i.e., R is
the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients and no x term. Then
2 3 2 2P = (x t T r ) is a maximal ideal in R and Q = (x ) contains P
Thus Q is P-primary. Furthermore, Q is invertible, but P is not
since there are ideals between P and P2 .
CHAPTER II
EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR EVERT MAXIMAL IDEAL TO BE INVERTIBLE
IN A NOETHERIAN RING
Theorem 5
A noetherian domain R is a Dedekind domain which is not a field if 
and only if every maximal ideal is invertible.
Proof: Let P be a non-maximal prime ideal of R . Then P < M, where
M is an invertible maximal ideal. By part V of Theorem 2, M properly 
contains no prime ideal other than P and since R is an integral 
domain, it follows that P = (0). Thus every proper prime ideal is 
maximal and hence invertible. Therefore, by Theorem 2, R Is a 
Dedekind domain.
If R were a field, then (0) would be a maximal and not invertible 
since (0) is a non-regular ideal.
The converse is well known.
Example
The ring in Example 2 is an example of a domain in which every maximal 
ideal is invertible but is not a Dedekind domain.
The following theorem is due tc Asano [1; 89j«
Theorem 6
In a noetherian ring, the following are equivalent:
1) R is a direct sum of finitely many Dedekind domains and
13
special primary rings.
22) There are no ideals between P and P for each maximal 
ideal P of R .
P 23) For every maximal ideal P jf R , /P is a cyclic R-module.
*0 If A is an ideal of R , then R/A is a principal ideal ring
whenever the descending chain condition is valid in ( k  .
5) If A and B are ideals such that A <= B « then there is an
ideal C such that A = BC .
6) The primary ideals belonging to a maximal ideal are totally 
ordered.
7)  A P  (B,C) = (A n B,A fl C) for all ideals A,B, and C .
8) A: (B fl C) = (A:B,A:C) for all ideals, A,B, and C .
9) Every ideal of R can be represented as a finite product of 
prime ideals.
Theorem 7
If R = R^ ® R^ ® ... € Rn» then R is integrally closed in the classical 
sense if and only if each R^ is integrally closed in the classical 
sense.^
^An element 7i in the total quotient ring F of R is integral over 
R in the classical sense if 7) is a root of a monic equation with 
coefficients in R [17;25*0* and R is integrally closed in the classical 
sense if R contains every such integral element. An element  ̂e F is 
integral over R if all positive powers of belong to a finite R- 
submodule of F [16; 753* amd R is integrally closed if R contains every 
such integral element. It is well known that if R is noetherian, then 
R is intsgrally closed in the classical sense if and only if R is 
integrally closed [16; 76].
Proof. We will show that the isomorphic ring R of tuples 
(a^,a2, ..., an),where a^ e R^ , is integrally closed in the classical 
sense if and only if each R^ is integrally closed in the classical
sense. The lemma will follow easily because if R R *
i- j » tth*n F —  F where F and F denote the total quotient rings of
R and R respectively, and ̂ e F is integral over R in the
V t tclassical sense if and only if the corresponding element A  € F is
1integral over R in the classical sense.
* fLet F denote the total quotient ring of the ring of tuples R , it
* » *  can be shown that F is isomorphic to the ring F of tuples
(t,,t„, ..., t ) where t. € F. , the total quotient ring of R. . To-L c, a i 1 i
i t ishow F and F are isomorphic consider the map "©■ which takes
a/d e F onto the element (fl, f2 ... an) where a = (a,, a„,...,a
“l d2 dn ,
and d = (d^, d„, ..., dn) is a regular element of R Since
&  St &  t feach d. is regular in R. , we see that (_1 2 ... _n) e F .It
1 1 dl ^  dn
is straightforward to check that is indeed an isomorphism of F
* * >  onto F . Furthermore, it can be easily verified that if A  is
integral over R in the classical sense then each ^  is integral
over R. in the classical sense where ..., ^  ).x x l. n
Consequently, if R^ is integrally closed in the classical sense, each 
e R^ and thus R so that R is integrally closed in the
classical sense. Furthermore,it is straightforward to verify that if
tR is integrally closed in the classical sense, then each R^ is 
integrally closed in the classical sense.
The proof of the following lemma is only a slight modification of a
proof given in [16; 85] and will not be included.
Lemma 7
If R is an integrally closed ring in which the ascending chain 
condition for regular ideals is valid and regular prime ideals are 
maximal then regular prime ideals are invertible. In particular, 
regular prime Ideals are invertible in a noetherian integrally closed 
ring in which regular prime ideals are maximal,.
Theorem 8
In a noetherian ring R , which is not a field, the following are 
equivalent;
I. R is a finite direct sum of Dedekind domains which are not 
fields.
II. Every maximal ideal is invertible
III. R is integrally closed and any cne of the foilowing hold;
a) the primary components in an irredundant representation 
of (0) are pairwise comaximal non-maximal crime ideals and there are
no ideals between a maximal ideal and its square.
b) every maximal ideal M properly contains exactly one
other prime P , and MP = P .
c) every maximal ideal M properly contains exactly one
other prime ideal P , and P is contained in every primary ideal 
contained in M .
IV. There are no ideals between a maximal ideal M and its 
square and M properly contains another prime ideal P such that if 
Q is P-primary, then Q = P .
V. Every maximal ideal is regular and any one of the conditions
1 - 9  of Theorem 6 holds.
Proof I As sum, first, that R is a finite direct sue of Dedekind
domains which are not fields, and write R = R . $ R „ € . . „ « R  . Then1 <_ n
if M is a maximal ideal of R , M is of the form
M - R^ $ ... * ® Rn * where is a maximal ideal
of R^ . Since R^ is a Dedekind domain which is not a field, is
invertible. Therefore there is an ideal such that = (d^)
where d^ £ 0 in R^ . Hence the ideal C = R^ €...€ R^ ^® ® . ..€ Rr
has the property that MC is a principal ideal of R generated by 
the regular element e^ + en + ...+ d^ +■ ej,+1 + ... en where e^ is 
the unit of R^ . Therefore, M is invertible.
Assume, secondly, that every maximal ideal is invertible, and show that
R is a direct sum of Dedekind domains which are not fields. Let
(0) =*Q1 fiQ0 ...nQ bean irredundant representation of (0) by -L *- n
primary components where P^ = v1 Q . Now no P^ is a maximal ideal 
since Pi consists entirely of zero divisors Cl7;214] . Then P^ < 
where is a invertible maximal ideal. From part V of Theorem 1, 
we see that contains no other prime ideals other than P and 
the only P^-primary contained in P^ is P^ itself. Therefore 
^  ~ Pj_ • Furthermore, (P^P^) = R for i £ j since if 
(P^,Pj) £ R , then (P^P^) c M where M denotes an invertible 
maximal ideal. This implies M contains the two prime ideals P^ and 
Pj . Therefore (P^P^) " R • (0) = Pi n p2 n *** n Pn “ P1 ' P2 *** Pn
' Oand R is a direct sum of rings R^ /Pi . Consequently R^ is 
a noetherian domain which is not a field since P^ is a non-maximal 
prime ideal. Furthermore if M is a maximal ideal of , then
M, and there are no ideals between M. and since thei i x i
maximal ideal of R ,M = R^ © R„ ©.. .4) ... ® Rn » is
invertible. From Theorem 6, it follows that R^ is a Dedekind domain.
Next, assume R is a direct sum of Dedekind domains which are not 
fields. Then by Theorem 7t R is integrally closed in the classical 
sense and, since R is noetherian, R is integrally closed. Since 
R is a direct sum of domains which are not fields, (0) has an 
irredundant representation by pairwise comaximal non-maximal prime 
ideals. Since each summand is a Dedekind domain there are no ideals
between a maximal ideal and its square. Hence III a follows
from I .
Next, suppose R is integrally closed and III a is valid. Let
(0) = P. 0 P0 fl ... n P = P.P0 ... P be an irredundant x n x n
representation of (0) by pairwise comaximal prime ideals . If M
is a maximal ideal of R , then M zj p. for some index i . Sincei
P^ is non-maximal, M > P^ . From Lemma 6, it follows that every 
maximal ideal properly contains only one prime ideal since there are 
no ideals between a maximal ideal and its square. Therefore the only 
non-maximal prime ideals are the ideals P^, ..., . Furthermore,
since every zero-divisor is contained in the union of the associated 
prime Ideals of (0), it follows that the maximal ideals are exactly 
the regular prime ideals of R . Thus, by Lemma 7 * each maximal 
ideal is invertible. Consequently, if M is a maximal ideal of R 
then M properly contains only one prime ideal T and since M is 
invertible P = MP by part V of Theorem 1. Therefore, III b is 
shown to be valid.
Assume, next, that R is integrally closed and satisfitJ Illb . Let 
M be a maximal ideal properly containing the prime ideal P . Then 
since P = MP , there is a z e M such that. (1 - z) P = (0) [17,*215]. 
Then if Q is a primary ideal contained in M , since (1 - z) P c  Q 
and (1 - z) ' T Q , it follows that P C Q  .
Assuming that R is integrally closed and III c holds, it will be
shown that R is a direct sum of Dedekind domains which are not fields.
Let (0) = Q, fl n ... fl Q be a representation of (0) by primary i <c n
components and let be a maximal ideal containing for each i .
Then for each i , there is a prime ideal P^ properly contained in
M, such that P. <= Q. . Therefore (0) = P. n ... n P . Refinei i i I n
this representation to an irredundant representation, say
(0) = P. n ... fl P, . Since each maximal ideal properly contains only1 iC
one prime ideal it follows that (P^ P^) = R for i ^ j . Therefore 
R = RJ> • R£ • ... « , where each R^ is a domain which is not a
field since each P^ is non-maximal. Furthermore since R is
integrally closed and noetherian it follows that each R^ is also.
Furthermore since each maximal ideal of R properly contains only
one prime ideal, it follows that every non-zero prime ideal of each 
R^ is a maximal ideal. Therefore each R^ is a Dedekind domain.
Clearly I implies IV. Assuming IV, one concludes from Lemma 10 that
®  nif M is a maximal ideal properly containing P , then P = fltf1n=l
and P is the only prime ideal contained in P . Therefore (0) can 
be represented as an irredundant intersection of non-maximal prime 
ideals since the only primary ideal contained in a non-maximal prime 
ideal P is P itself. These prime ideals are pairwise comaximal
since each maximal ideal properly contains only one prime ideal. 
Consequently, R is a direct sum of integral domains which are not 
fields. Furthermore, since there are no ideals between a ma-rlma! and 
its square it follows from Theorem 3 that each Integral domain is a 
Dedekind domain.
Finally, if every maximal ideal is regular and any one of the 
conditions 1-9 of Theorem 6 hold then, by Theorem 6, R is a direct 
sum of Dedekind domains. No summand is a special primary ring since 
every maximal ideal is regular. Thus V follows from I by Theorem 6.
It is clear that I follows from V .
Corollary 1
An indecomposable noetherian ring is a Dedekind domain which is not 
a field if and only if every maximal ideal is invertible.
Corollary 2
R is a ring in which every maximal ideal is invertible and the 
intersection of all powers of a maximal ideal is a finitely generated 
prime ideal if and only if R is a direct sum of finitely many 
Dedekind domains which are not fields.
Proof* If P is a prime ideal of R , and P is a non-maximal
then P M where M is a maximal. Since M is invertible,
P - H is a prime ideal. By hypothesis, P is finitely n=l
*generated, and therefore, by part V of Theorem 1, P = P . Consequently, 
every prime ideal of R is finitely generated. Then by [2; 29],
R is noetherian. By Theorem 8, R is a direct sum of Dedekind 
domains which are not fields.
Ci.
Conversely, if R is a direct sum of Dedekind domains, every maximal 
ideal is invertible, and since R is noetherian the intersection of 
all powers of a maximal ideal is a finitely generated prime ideal.
Corollary 3
If R is a noetherian ring containing only finitely many maximal 
ideals, each of which is invertible, then R is a direct sum of 
finitely many principal ideal domains which are not fields. Consequently, 
R is a principal ideal ring C171245 ].
Proof: This follows from the fact that a Dedekind domain with only
finitely many maximal ideals is a principal ideal domain [17; 2733.
Corollary 4
R is a ring in which every ideal is the unique intersection of finitely 
many primary Ideals and every maximal ideal is invertible if and only 
if R is a direct sum of finitely many Dedekind domains which are 
not fields.
Proof: If R is a ring in which every ideal is the unique intersection
• •of finitely many primary Ideals, then R = R^ R„... € R^®...€ R^
where R^, for i = 1, ... , p, denotes Integral domains in which non-zero 
prime ideals are maximal and non-zero ideals have only finitely many
tprime divisors, and R^, for 1 = 1, ..., q, denotes primary rings in
• »which the unique prime Idea] P, in R. is mch that = (0) for some1 * 1
integer n [5» 263. Since every maximal ideal is regular in R, there
Ican be no susnands such as R^ . Furthermore, since every maximal ideal 
is invertible in Ri# R^ is a Dedekind domain which is not a field for 
i — 1, ... , p .
The converse is obvious.
Theorem 9
R is a direct sum of Dedekind domains which are not fields xf and only 
if the following hold:
I) R is noetherian.
II) k prime ideal P is maximal if and only if P is regular.
III) R is integrally closed in its total quotient ring.
The proof will follow immediately from Theorems 7 and b and Lemma 7 .
CHAPTER III
EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR EVERY REGULAR 
IDEAL TO BE INVERTIBLE
Let property tt be the property that every regular ideal of R i s  
invertible.
Remarks
1) R is an integral domain satisfying property tt if and only 
if R is a Dedekind domain.
2) A multiplication ring satisfies property tt . Hence a ring 
satisfying property tt need not be noetherian since the cartesian 
product of countably many Dedekind domains is a non-noetherian 
multiplication ring under co-ordinate-wise multiplication and addition.
3) If R is a direct sum of finitely many rings,
R = R^ € R^ 4> ... € R„ , then R satisfies property tt if and only if 
each R^ does. This follows from remark 6b of Chapter I .
U) If J is the ring of rational numbers and
2 2R = J[x,y3 / (x txy»y ) then R is a primary ring in which there are 
ideals between the maximal ideal and its square. Hence R is not a 
multiplication ring since R is not a special primary ring [1; 893. 
However R satisfies property n since R consists of only zero- 
divisors and units.
5) The following are equivalent:
i) R satisfies the ascending chain for regular Ideals,
ii) Every regular ideal has a finite basis.
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ill) Given any non-empty collaction of regular ideals, there
is at least one ideal which is maximal in this collection.
This will follow from a slight modification of a proof 
given in [10; 105].
6) If R satisfies the ascending chain conditions for regular 
ideals, then every regular ideal is a finite intersection of irreducible 
ideals. Furthermore, every regular irreducible ideal is primary. This 
will follow from a modification of a proof given in [17; 208].
7) If R satisfies property tt , the following properties are 
easily verified:
1) Every regular ideal has a finite basis,
ii) A proper regular prime ideal is a maximal ideal,
iii) A nonfactorable regular ideal is a maximal ideal,
iv) A regular ideal Q is primary if and only if Q is a 
power of its radical,
v) The intersection of all powers of a regular prime ideal 
is a prime ideal containing only zero-divisors.
Lemma 8
If R satisfies property tt , then R is integrally closed in the 
classical sense.
Proof: Suppose A is an element of the total quotient ring of R
Integral over R in the classical sense. Then
"\n + r , ]\n”* + ... + r - 0 , and all powers of ), are in the
R-module T = (1, A, A2* ...» If A = — » thenbn 1 1A = (b " )R is an ideal of R containing the regular element bn .
Since T = T2 , A = (bn-1) T = (b”-1) T2 = TA . Therefore, T = R 
since A is invertible, and as a consequence, R .
Le— a 9
If every regular prime ideal of R has a finite basis, then every 
regular ideal has a finite basis.
Proof! If the set of regular ideals not having a finite basis is not 
empty, then by Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element A in this 
set. By hypothesis A is not prime and hence is properly contained 
in two regular ideals B and C such that BC <= A . By the maximal
property of A , B and C have finite bases and R/C is noetherian. 
Now B/BC is a finitely generated unitary module over R/C , hence 
B/BC satisfies the ascending chain condition and every sub-module of 
B/BC is finitely generated over R/C [17; 153] hence likewise over R 
In particular, A/BC is a finite R-module and since BC has a finite 
basis, so has A . This contradiction proves that every regular ideal 
of R has a finite basis.
Lemma 10
If every regular prime ideal is invertible, then every regular ideal 
is f* finite product of maximal ideals.
Proof: Since every regular prime ideal is invertible, every regular
prime ideal is invertible, every regular prime ideal has a finite basis 
hence by Lemma 9 » R satisfies the ascending chain condition for 
regular ideals. Consequently every regular ideal is a finite
intersection of primary ideals. Since the radicals of the regular 
primary Ideals are invertible maximal ideals, we see that every 
regular ideal is a product of pairwise comaximal primary ideals and 
that a regular primary ideal is a power of its radical. Therefore 
every regular ideal is a finite product of maximal ideals.
Lemma 11
If every regular ideal of R is a finite product of prime ideals, then 
every regular prime ideal is an invertible maximal ideal. Hence, every 
regular ideal is a finite product of maximal ideals.
The proof of this lemma is essentially tne same as the proof given in 
[17; 2733 end will not be included here.
Lemma 12
If every regular ideal is a finite product of maximal ideals, then R 
satisfies property tt .
Proof: If d is a regular element, then (d) is a product of
ideals, (d) = ... P^ . Since (d) is invertible, each P^ is
invertible. Furthermore if P is a prime divisor of (d) then 
P = P^ for some i . Therefore any regular prime ideal is invertible. 
Now if A is a regular ideal, A is a product of Invertible prime 
ideals. Therefore, A is Invertible.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of the proceeding lemmas. 
Theorem 10
In a ring R , the following are equivalent:
I. Every regular ideal is invertible.
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II* Regular prime ideals are invertible.
III, Every regular ideal is a finite product of prime ideals*
IV. Every regular ideal is a finite product of maximal ideals,
Corollary 1
If R satisfies property n , then the residue class R/A of R by a
proper regular ideal is a principal ideal ring*
Corollary 2
If R satisfies property n , every proper regular ideal A has a
basis of two elements.
Proofs for the above corollaries can be given by modifying proofs 
given in [17; 278-2793.
Remark
If R satisfies property tt , then R satisfies the following three
axioms:
i) R satisfies the ascending chain condition for regular 
ideals.
ii) Proper regular prime ideals are maximal, 
ill) R is integrally closed in the classical sense.
CHAPTER IV
ON THE NUMBER OF BASIS ELEMENTS OF INVERTIBLE 
IDEALS IN RINGS IN WHICH EVERY IDEAL IS 
THE UNIQUE INTERSECTION OF FINITELY 
MANY PRIMARY IDEALS
An Ideal A will be said to have a regular representation if A is the 
intersection of finitely many comaximal primary ideals. In an 
integral domain, every ideal has a regular representation if and only 
if every non-zero prime ideal is maximal and every non-zero ideal has 
only finitely many prime divisors [4; 14]. Then every ideal is 
uniquely an intersection of finitely many primary ideals [5J26],
Theorem 11
If every ideal in a domain J has a regular representation, then, if 
A is a proper Invertible ideal and B is an arbitrary proper ideal, 
there is an ideal C such that AC is principal and (B,C) - J .
Proof. Suppose A = Q. n Q, ... n <3 = Q, ... Q is a regulari t  n l n
representation for A where is P^-primary and each P^ is a 
maximal ideal. In the regular representation of B , let Q equal 
the product of all primary ideals whose radicals are equal to some 
, i - 1,2, ... n , and let D be the product of the remaining 
primary ideals.
Since A is invertible, each is invertible and < ^i *
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Furthermore, la P^primary since P^ is maximal. Therefore
A <t- Q^P^ for each i since the above representation of A is 
unique.
Hence by Theorem 3 there is an element a c A such that a c Q^P^ 
for each 1 . Furthermore, ••• (QnPn) **** D are comaximal
since D and P^ are comaximal for each i . Thus there is an 
element b such that b = a modt Q ^ Q , ^  ••• b = 1 mod(.D) .
Hence b c A but b j  *OT oach 1 . Since A is invertible
there is an ideal C such that (b) » AC and C £ P^ for each i .
Now C and D are comaximal since b « C and b-1 e D . Furthermore,
(C,Q) = J, for if not , (C,Q) is contained in some maximal ideal P
and then P contains the radical of some primary ideal in the 
decomposition of Q . Call this prime ideal P^ . Then P = P^ 
since P^ is maximal. This implies C cr p^ . This contradiction 
shows (C,Q) = J . Consequently (C,D) = J and (C,Q) - J implies 
B = DQ and C are comaximal.
Corollary 1
If J is an integral domain in which every ideal has a regular 
representation and if A is an invertible ideal and B is an 
arbitrary proper ideal, there is an element a e A such that 
(AB, a) = A .
Proof: There is an ideal C such that AC * (a) and (B,C) = J. 
Therefore (AB, a) ** (AB,AC) = A(B,C) * AJ * A .
Corollary 2
If J is an integral domain in which every ideal has a regular
representation, then any proper invertible ideal has a basis of two 
elements.
Proof: Suppose A is an invertible ideal. There is an ideal C such 
that AC * (b). By Corollary 1, there is an element a such that 
(AC,a) = A . Therefore A = (a,b).
Corollary 3
If R is a ring in which every ideal is a unique intersection of 
finitely many primary ideals, then every invertible ideal has a basis 
of two elements.
Proof: Any such ring is the direct sum of finitely many integral
domains in which every ideal has a regular representation and
• • primary rings R^ in which the unique prime ideal P^ is nilpotent
C5J 263. Let R - J, ® .., J 6 R- « ... « R and A be an1 n l m
t Iinvertible ideal of R . Then A = A, 9 ... € A « A. « ... « A1 n 1 m
« Iwhere A^ and Â  ̂ are invertible ideals. In R^ the only invertible
ideal is R. itself. Thus A = A- «... « A « R* « ... « r ' . By1 l n i n
the proceeding corollary A^ - J^ta^b^). Then A can be generated
I «by the two elements a = a . + a n + . . . + a  + e, + ... + ei 1. r> 1 m
* • tb = b, + b- + ... + b + e, + ... + e_ where each e. is the unit 1 2  n l a i
telement of R^ .
CHAPTER V
RINGS IN WHICH EVERY IDEAL IS EQUAL TO ITS KERNEL 
A prime ideal P is said to be a minimal prime of an ideal A provided
f tA c p , and if P is a prime ideal such that A c= p c p , then
t
P = P  . If P is a minimal prime ideal of A , the intersection Q
of all P-primary ideals containing A is called an isolated
P-primary component of A ; Q can also be defined as the extension 
and contraction of A with respect to the quotient ring 
Rp [6; 73?]. The kernel of an ideal A is the intersection of all the 
isolated primary components of A [6; 738].
We shall say that a ring is n-dimensional if there exists a chain of 
prime ideals < P^ < ... < Pn+p < N » but no chain of prime ideals
P1 < P2 < ••• e V l  < Pn+2 < R •
The following fact due to Krull [6, 738] will be included without proof.
Lemma 13
If A* is the kernel of an ideal A , and if a e A* A , then every 
minimal prime ideal of A:(a) properly contains a minimal prime ideal 
of A . In particular, A is equal to its kernel if every minimal 
prime ideal of A is a maximal ideal.
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The following theorem is a collection of facts proven by Mori in 
[13] and in [14] concerning the ideal theory of rings in which every 
ideal is equal to its kernel.
Theorem 12
If R is a ring in which every ideal is equal to its kernel, then the 
following are valid in R .
I. If P is a prime ideal of an ideal A , and if B
is an ideal properly containing P , then A = BA [13; 19]°
II. If P is a non-maximal prime ideal distinct from R , then 
the following hold:
i) If A is an ideal contained in P , then A = PA [13J 20].
2In particular, P * P .
ii) P properly contains no other primary ideals [14$ 99]* 
Consequently, the dimension of R is less than two. 
ill) If P is a prime ideal properly containing P , and if 
Q is P -primary then P < Q [14$ 104].
We are now prepared to prove the main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem 13
In any ring the following are equivalent:
I. Every ideal is equal to its kernel.
II. If P is a non-maximal prime ideal distinct from R , then
for any ideal A contained in P , A = PA .
III. If P is a non-maximal prime ideal distinct from R , then
for each p c P , (p) - P(p) .
IV. If P is a non-maximal priaa idaal distinct from R thsn 
whsnsvsr an idaal A is proparly oontainad in P , than
P(p,A) * (p,PA) for any p c P \  A .
V. Tha diaansion of R is lass than two and a propar idaal A 
is aqual to its karnal whenever A:(d) is squal to its karnal for 
som alaaant d c R \  A .
VI. Tha diaansion of R is lass than two and whanavar a priaa
idaal P is such that A c p < b , whars A and B ars idaals of
R , than A * BA .
VII. Tha diaansion of R is lass than two and whanavar P is a
non-aaxiaal priaa idaal such that A c  p < M y where A is an idaal
and M is a maxiaal ideal, than A =* MA .
VIII. If P is a non-aaxlaal priaa idaal and M is a maximal 
idaal properly containing P , than P - { x c r | x b  = 0 for soaa
a < r \  m }, i.e., P is tha extension and contraction of tha 
sero-ideal of R relative to tha quotient ring .
IX. Every idaal with priaa radical is primary.
Proof: xt is wall known that I and II are equivalent [14; 103].
It is easily seen that II and III are equivalent and that III 
laplios IV.
Suppose that IV is valid and that for soaa p « P , P(p) < (p) . Than 
ty hypothesis, P(p,P(p))= <p,P2(p!) • Since P2(p) <=■ P(p) wa sea 
that P(p) = P(p,P(p)) = (p,P2(p)). Therefore since p c (p,P2(p)) , 
p c P(p). This contradiction shows that (p) = P(p) for any p c P 
and H I  follows from IV.
If every Ideal is equal to Its kernel, then by Theorem 12, the 
dimension of R is less than two, and V will follow from I easily.
On the other hand, suppose V is valid, and suppose A is not equal to 
its kernel A* , and a e A* \ A . By Lemma 17, if M is a minimal 
prime ideal of A?(a) then M properly contains a minimal prime
ideal of A . Since the dimension of R is less than two, M must
be a maximal ideal. Therefore, every minimal prime of A:(a) is a 
maximal ideal, and then by Lemma 13, A:(a) is equal to its kernel.
Then since V is assumed to be valid, A = A* . This contradiction 
proves that V implies I .
Next, suppose A c  P < 5 where P is a prime ideal, and A and B
are ideals of R , and suppose I is valid. Then if P is a minimal
prime ideal of A , A = BA by Theorem 12. If P is not a minimal
prime ideal of A , then P properly contains another prime ideal
which contains A . Since the dimension of R is less than two, P
must then be a maximal ideal. Consequently B = R since P < B and
A - BA . Therefore VT follows from I .
Clearly VI implies VII. Suppose then that VII is valid and show that 
VIII follows.
If P is a non-maximal prime ideal distinct from R , we show two 
properties concerning P that follow from VII, namely, 1) if A is 
an ideal whose radical is P , then A - P , and 2) if M is a 
maximal ideal containing P , then P is the only prime ideal properly 
contained in M .
Suppose VII is valid in R , P is a non-maximal prise ideal of R , 
and A is an ideal such that vA = P . Clearly VII is valid in the
residue class ring R = R/A . Since sT k = P , P = P/A is the
unique non-maximal prime ideal of R , and P is contained in every 
maximal ideal of R . Let p e P and 15 be the annihilator of p 
in R ; then if 8 is contained in a maximal ideal M , since VII
is valid, (p) = M(p) and consequently (m - l)p = 0 for some
m e M . Therefore, m - l c B ^ M ,  and, as a result, M = R . This 
contradiction shows that B is not contained in any maximal ideal 
of R ; hence, B - R . Therefore, 1 p = 0 and this implies p e A . 
Consequently, P = A.
In a ring R in which VII is valid a non-maximal prime P is the 
intersection of all M-primary ideals where M is an arbitrary 
maximal ideal containing P , and hence P is the only prime ideal 
properly contained in M . To prove this, one considers the integral 
domain R - R/P and the quotient ring Rq . Since the dimension of41
R is less than two, non-zero prime ideals in R are maximal. In
R^ every non-zero ideal is primary for the extension of the maximal
ideal M in R_ and, furthermore, it is easily verified that the 
M
intersection of all non-zero ideals of R^ is the zero-ideal of
ii
R^ . Hence the intersection of all M-primary ideals is the zero-ideal 
of R . Consequently P contains the intersection of all 
M-primary ideals in R . On the other hand, if Q is an M-primary 
ideal, then /q n ? = >T<r n >nr - M n P - P , and hence P = Q 0 P . 
From this it follows that P is contained in the intersection of all 
M-primary ideals, and then that P is equal to this intersection.
Finally, to show VII implies VIII , let A = {x e R ! xm = 0 for sons 
m c r \ m }. Then A is an ideal contained in P . If P = (0) then 
A = P = (0) Suppose then that P is not the zero-ideal of R . If for
each p c P , there is an integer k and an element m c R \ M such
k k »—that p m = 0 , then p c A and P =  ̂A . Then by the above
Ifparagraph P = A „ Finally suppose for some p e P that p m is
non-sero for any integer k and any element m c R \ M . Then let
N = {pkm | k is an integers 0 and m « R \ M). Then N is a
multiplicative system properly containing R \  M and N fl P is non­
empty. Therefore N meets (0) since otherwise there would exist a
prime ideal P which did not meet N [10; 1053* This implies M
Iproperly contains the two prime ideals P and P . This contradiction
Ifshows that N H (0) is non-empty. Hence p m = 0 for some integer 
k > 1 and some element m e R \ M . This contradiction shows that 
4 a"= P and VIII follows from VII.
Suppose, next that VIII is valid in R and show that III follows. If
P is a non-maximal prime xdeal of R , and if p is a non-sero element
of P , let S = {x c R ; xp = p} . Then S is a multiplicative
system. If M is a maximal ideal containing P , then clearly M
pioperly contains no other prime ideal other than P . By hypothesis, 
there is an element t c R \ M such that pt -  0 . Since M is a
maximal ideal, (M,t) = R , and hence 1 = m + rt where m c M and r e R
Therefore, p = pm + prt = pm, and, as a result, S fl M is non-empty for 
each maximal ideal M containing P . Furthermore, any prime ideal 
containing P + (t) must be a maximal ideal properly containing P , 
and hence must intersect S . Therefore P + (t) must Intersect S
since every prime containing P +(t) intersects S [10; 105], 
Consequently, S contains an element of the fora p + rt where
* 1 1 1p c P and r e R . Then p = p(p + rt) = pp + rpt = pp and 
(p) = P(p).
Consequently, III follows from VIII.
It is shown in [*0 that VII and IX are equivalent
CHAPTER VI
EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR A RING TO BE A MULTIPLICATION
RING
We recall from the introduction that a multiplication ring is a ring 
which satisfies the property that whenever an ideal A is contained in 
an ideal B, there is an ideal C such that A = BC. Noetherian 
multiplication rings have been studied by Asano [1], Krull [8,9J, and 
Mori [11,12} . In [7], Krull studied non-noetherian multiplication 
rings, and in [13»1*0* Mori studied non-noetherian multiplication rings 
which did not necessarily contain an identity element.
This chapter is concerned with equivalent conditions for a ring to be 
a multiplication ring. The conditions are contained in the following 
theorem.
Theorem 14
The following are equivalent:
T. A ring R is a multiplication ring.
II. If P is a prime ideal of R containing an Ideal A , then there
is an ideal C such that A - PC.
III. R is a ring in which the following three conditions are valid!
a) every ideal is equal to its kernel;
b) every primary ideal is a power of its radical, and
c) if P is a minimal prime ideal of an ideal B and n is 
the least positive integer such that Pn is an isolated 
primary component of B , and if Pn £ Pn+\  then P does
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not contain the intersection of the remaining isolated primary 
components of B .
Proofs If R is a multiplication ring, then II follows. Therefore,
suppose II is valid in R . Properties i) through x) are consequences 
of II.
i) For any ideal A of R , R/A satisfies II.
ii) If R is an integral domain, then R is a Dedekind domain,
iii) There are no ideals between a maximal ideal M and its
square C1;85 3. Furthermore, there are no Ideals between M 
and Mn except powers of M , and R/Mn is a special primary 
ring [1*83].
iv) The dimension of R is less than two.
If P.,Pof and P„ are prime ideals such thatx «. j
P, C po < p < R, then in the Dedekind domain x *- J
R/Plt P2/P1 < P3/P1 , and therefore P2 / ? 1 = Pl/P1 . 
Consequently, pi ~ p2 •
v) If M is a proper maximal ideal properly containing the
®  .nprime ideal P , then P “ fl and MP = P .n=l
In R = R/P , (0) = P = fl , and, consequently, P ^.M11 .n=l n—±
Since P <= M, there is an ideal C such that P * MC. Using
the fact that P is a prime ideal and M <£ P , it follows that
C e p  , and P = MP . Therefore P = MP = M^P , etc., so that 
00 n 00P c  n, 14" . Hence P = flrf1 . n=l n=l
vi) Every ideal is equal to its kernel.
If A is an ideal of R , suppose A ^ A* , where A* denotes
s
the kernel of A. Let a e A* \ A , and consider the ideal
« •
A = A:(a) . Let M be a minimal prime ideal of A . Then.
by a theorem of Krull [6; 738], M properly contains a
minimal prime ideal P of A . Thus M is a maximal ideal*
oo ,
P = n M° and P = MP. Since A c; m there is an ideal Cn=l *
such that A = M C „  If C c A , then A = MA = M^A ,
• 00 .netc., so that A c D m = P. This would imply that Mn=l
* . *is not a minimal prime ideal of A . Therefore, C A ,
and hence (a) C A. On the other hand, (a)C c (a) c p 
since a e A*. As a consequence, there is an ideal S such 
that (a)C = PS = MPS = M(a)C = (a)A* c A. This 
contradiction proves A = A* .
vii) If M is a proper maximal ideal, and if A is an ideal
contained in M11 , then there is an ideal C such that
A - Furthermore, if A *  m"+1, then C M.
The proof of the above statement will be by induction. The
statement is obviously true for n = 1. Suppose A c 
implies A = MkC. Ther if A c Mk+1, A = MkC since 
Mk+1 c M*. If Mk+1 = Mk, obviously A = M ^ C .  Suppose 
Since is an M-primar.y ideal containing
A = MkC and Mk t  Mk+1, it follows that C c M. Hence
C = Me' and A = M ^ V  .
If A C M 11 and A m”+\  then A = M°C by the above,
but C M because if C c M then C = MB and this
would imply A = Mn+1B <= Mn+1.
viii) If M is a maximal ideal and m” ^ M11*^ for each
®  npositive integer n , then P = fl M is a prime ideal.n=l
Suppose x / P and y  ̂P. Then there are positive
integers k and n such that x e and y e M° ,
but x t  Mk+1 and y t  m"+1. Consequently, there are 
ideals B and C, not contained in M, such that 
(x) = M^B and (y) = Therefore, (xy) = Mn+kBC
where BC <£ M. As a result, xy i  P and P is a
prime ideal.
ix) If Q is a P-primary ideal, then A is a power of P .
It is well known that if P is a non-maximal prime
ideal in a ring in which every ideal is equal to its
2kernel, then P - P and Q = P Cl^I 99]. Assume P 
is a maximal ideal. The following two cases will be 
considered!
a) Pn £ p°+  ̂ for every positive integer n
and b) Pn = pn+^ for some positive integar n .
If Pn £ pn+l for each positive integer n , then Q
is not contained in every power of P since Q is not
* ®  ncontained in the prime ideal P = n P . Therefore,n=l
there is an integer k such that Q - P but
Q £ Pk+1. This implies Q = PkC where C £ P . If
C is a proper ideal of R , any proper prime divisor
I
P of C must contain Q and hence must contain the
mayiiB»T ideal P. This would imply P = P and
therefore G <= p. This contradiction shows that C = R
and Q = Pk .
If P = P for sons integer n , suppose k is the
least positive integer such that Pk = P1̂ *  There are
two cases to consider here. Either Q = Pk or Q Pk.
If Q c  Pk = P2k, then for each a e Pk there is an
ideal C such that (a) * PkC = P2kC = Pk(a). Therefore,
2there is an element p e P such that a ~ pa - p a, etc.
Consequently, a c A since pS p 0 for some integer s
k kHence p c: Q and, as a result, Q = P .
If Q ̂ p\  then Q + Pk is a P-primary ideal properly
containing Pk [17; 15*0. Therefore, by iii) 
k tQ + P = P for some integer t > k. Thus, there is an 
integer m such that t > m > k and Q <= P01 but 
Q P®*\ There is an ideal C such that Q = P*C and 
C <£ P. As before, it will follow that C = R and 
Q = P*.
If P is a minimal prime ideal of B , and n is the 
least positive integer such that Pn is an Isolated 
primary component of B , and if P11 / p”+\  then P 
does not contain the intersection of the remaining 
isolated primary components of B .
n *Since B is equal to its kernel, let B = P fl B
twhere B = 0 P u is the intersection of all the
u«U u
Isolated primary components of B except Pn. Since
B e  pn and B P11*^, there is an ideal C such that
n
B = r C  where C P. It follows that C c P u forun
each u e U since B c p u and Pn P . Thereforeu u
C c B and B P since C P .
Properties vi, ix, and x show that II implies III.
Assume III is valid and A and B are ideals such that A < B. Since
A and B are equal to their kernels, let
where
• •for each t e T, P^ is a minimal prime ideal of A , but not of B ,’
iP is a minimal prime ideal of B , but not of A , for each s e S ; 0
and is a minimal prime ideal of both A and B for each
u e U. Furthermore, the exponents n and k denote the least
n u ,k 8
positive integers such that P u and P 8 are isolated primaryu s
components of B for each u e U and s e S , and similarly, the 
esqponents m and e. denote the least positive integers such thatU w
P u and P. are isolated primary components of A for eachU v
u e U and t e T. Clearly, n < m for each u e U sinceu - um n
P u c  P u . Let u u
trhere c B and e C for i = 1,2, ... n . Therefore, for
n » -n
i = 1,2 ... n, b. e P u and c. e P u u for each u e U , and' 1 u 1 u '
"  1 "ue P^ for each t e T . Consequently, c P ,
■ . AubjC. t P , and b.c. e P. for u e U and t c T . Hence^ 1  U  X I X
*u '»etx c Pu and x e P^ for u e U and t e T , and, as a result,
BC cr A . It is obvious that A c  C ,
Any minimal prime ideal P of BC oust contain B or C . If B c  p,
then P is a minimal prime of B and also of A . Hence P = P foru
some u c U . I f  B P , then C c  p and P is a minimal prime of
A and also of C , but P is not a minimal prime of B . In this case,
t tP - P^ for some t c T . In particular, any minimal prime ideal of 
BC must be a minimal prime ideal of A , and from this it follows that
each minimal prime ideal of A must also be a minimal prime ideal of
BC since BC c; a . Therefore, let
H I f) p'' t I be the kernel of
^ teT J
* VBC , and let and e^ be the least positive Integers such that
mu ****P^u and P^ ^ are isolated primary components of BC for each
ucU u
u € U and t e T. Clearly, m < m and e. < e. for each
U  “  U  ®  t  tr
t « *u e U and t € T. Furthermore, P. is an isolated primary
V  A.
..et
component of C for each t c T, since A - C <= , and P is an
I Iisolated primary component of A . Thus, since D and
#* * f | 0
DC c , it follows that C cr p^* ^ . This being the case, one
I I
concludes that et - et * arM* hence et = et
n> m + 1o un »If for a fixed u e U , F  = p , then clearly m = m° u« u u« u „o o o om m + 1u ,Suppose for a fixed uQ , P^ ° f  P ° . Since every ideal is equal
o o
to its kernel, every non-maximal prime ideal is idempotent. Thus, one
sees that P is a maximal ideal. Let
uo
o ' -  I n pV M  n I n P" # tueU \ u q u I I teT t »
B = | n p u | n [ n p* 8 ) , and
ueU \uQ I 1 seS
a = I n p u ] n / n p "
ueUNyU^ I \ tcT
» ,Then by III c , A f P , and since P is marimal,
o uo
m m mu t u , u ,
P + A = R . Thus A = P H A  = P • A Similarlyu u u  Jo o on n n
uo • u0 • uoB < ^ P  , P  + B = R ,  and B = P  (IB = P • B . Furthermore,
o o o o
» I » #since A c C  and A <p P^ , one sees that C P . Therefore.
follows that BC = P ~ • B C where B C $  P . Thus P u isu u uo o uo
•an isolated primary component of BC and m - m . Thus, we have
o o
* *shown that m -  m and e+ = e. for each u e U  and t e T .U U w w
Thus, the kernels of BC and A are equal and hence BC = A . 
Consequently, I follows from III and the proof of the theorem Is 
complete.
As a corollary to this theorem, a generalisation of a theorem due to 
Asano Cl; 853 can be given.
Corollary
If R is a ring in which
1) an ideal A contained in a prime ideal P implies there
is an ideal C such that A = PC, and if
2) (0) s Q1 n Q2 n ... fl Qn where is P^primary for
i - 1,2, ..., n , then R is a direct sum of finitely many 
Dedekind domains and special primary rings. Consequently 
every ideal is a product of prime ideals [1; 833*
Proof: Suppose the representation of the 0-ideal is an lrredundant
representation and P^ £ P^ for i t  J. By the theorem above, R is 
a multiplication ring, and from the properties of a multiplication ring, 
one sees that Q. + Q, = R for i ^ J . Therefore, R is a directX ft psum, R * R^ 0 R^ ... • R.̂ where R^ is isomorphic to /Q^. If P^
Dis non-maximal, then = P^ and / is a Dedekind domain. If
JJis maximal, than is a pov*i* of P^ and /Q^ is a primary ring
in which there are no ideals between the uniaue maximal ideal and its 
square. In this case, /Q^ Is a soecial primary ring.
Remark
If every maximal ideal of R is invertible, and every ideal is equal 
to its kernel, then R is a multiplication ring.
Example 5
It is well known that a multiplication ring is a subring of a cartesian 
product of Dedekind domains and special primary rings [7; 3233. The 
following example, suggested to the author by Professor L. I. Wade, is 
an example of a non-noetherian multiplication ring which is not equal 
to a cartesian product of Dedekind domains and special primary rings.
Let R denote the set of all sequences a - {a^} where a^ = 0 or 1
and, for some n, an = aR+^ = an+g = ... . For a = {a^} and
b = {b^}, define a + b -  {a^ + b^} and a • b = {a^b^}. Thus R is
a ring in which every element is idempotent. Consequently if A is an
ideal of R contained in the ideal B, A = BA . It is clear that R
1is a subring of the cartesian product R of countably many copies of
the field of integers modulo 2 and that R cannot be the cartesian
. »product of rings other than the integers modulo 2. However, R p R
tsince R contains uncountably many elements and R contains only 
countably many elements.
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